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Introduction
If you're searching for the prettiest wet pussies to stick your dick in you'll need to hop on the first flight
across the Atlantic. Once you land, forget about taking a scenic tour and focus on the important things,
like all the sexy European tits and ass that these foreign babes love to show off!  Those who can call
themselves Euro Humpers are truly the luckiest guys in the world!

Adult Review
You just might start to believe the myth about fat ugly Americans if you've ever traveled through Europe. Euro Babes raised
on foreign lands seem to be simply built for sex.  If your next overseas trip is too far off to think about, then at least you can
pay a visit to Euro Humpers right from your comfy couch. They've captured the hottest Euro sluts in 28 sizzling XXX scenes.
  
  Just about all of the videos at Euro Humpers are 40 minutes in length and captured in several different popular formats.  Full
length streams and downloads are both available, in addition to one minute clips.  The download quality is a respectable 512
x 288 resolution .wmv or .mpg file that is not protected by DRM.  Updates have slowed down recently, but have been steady
at one new scene per month.  
  
  It will cost you $24.94 to join Euro Humpers for a month.  The full monthly membership will also grant you access to
several additional porn sites which are listed in the Included Sites section next to this review.  
  
  Variety is definitely spicy, but the site interface designers should have focused on making each of the individual sites a little
more surfer friendly. Everything inside revolves around the network of sites rather than each site having its own separate
area. The more you click around the quicker you'll get used to it, and having to focus on sexy foreign chicks isn't a bad way to
spend your day!
  
  Euro Humpers also offers hot high-resolution photo galleries for every porn episode.  Each scene contains a few hundred
individual pictures presented in 850 x 567 resolution.  They generally start off with the foreign slut posing and gradually
removing her skivvies, but she soon gets down and dirty by sucking a big dick and taking a face full of gooey European
semen.

Porn Summary
You may have to leave the U.S. to find the world's best looking babes these days.  European whores from the European
Union are always horny for sex and the Euro Humpers are the perfect pair of college fratboyz to make the most of the
hospitality these whores have to offer!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Girls of the EU getting fucked hard and deep!'
Quality: 85  Updates: 86 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 80
Support: 86 Unique: 83    Taste: 85        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Deep Throat Love (93) ,Real Ex-Girlfriends (88) ,Freaks of Cock (86) ,18 Years Old (86) ,40 Oz Bounce (84) 
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Subscription: $24.94 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 28
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